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Abstract: To take most advantage of the medical data resources from maternal and child health
information platform and to improve the medical level, the team bring up a method based on
support vector machine (SVM) algorithm which is aimed at predicting blood flow and blood
pressure within 2-24 hours after parturition. We cleaned up the extracted data, determine the
linear correlation via Pearson correlation coefficient, and utilize the significance to test and
justify the relevance of data. Also, genetic algorithm is used to optimize the parameters. Then,
we filter out the data with strong correlation coefficient and make predictions through the SVM
algorithm. Finally, we determine the effectiveness of the prediction by doing the comparison
between predicted results and the real data. The experiments show that, SVM is valid and
feasible for the prediction of postpartum hemorrhage and the blood pressure.

1. Introduction
Postpartum hemorrhage (PPH) refers to a serious childbirth complication where the amount of bleed
flow of pregnant women within 24 hours after delivery is more than 500ml. Postpartum hemorrhage
often happens suddenly and may lead to death if pregnant women cannot be treated on time.
Postpartum hypertension is also a serious complication of maternal mortality. So, if blood pressure
and the amount of blood flow can be predicted, proper measures can be taken to avoid death of
pregnant women.
As early as 20 years ago, our country has developed a ‘Postpartum hemorrhage prediction score
table’, which has played an important role in prediction of postpartum hemorrhage. Yan Jianying and
Huang Kehua screened out high risk factors by analyzing 212 cases of postpartum hemorrhage and
424 healthy cases from Provincial Maternity and Child Care Center of Fujian province. They establish
the high risk scoring system for postpartum hemorrhage based on ‘Postpartum hemorrhage prediction
score table’. By comparison, they found that scoring system provides more accurate prediction than
scoring table[1]. However, because of development and changes of people’s lifestyles, factors of
postpartum hemorrhage increased as well as maternal complications. With enhancement of medical
level and improvement of data analysis skills, all stages of maternal data can be used, through
algorithm, to predict the amount of maternal postpartum hemorrhage, doctors can be able to take
appropriate emergent measures to reduce the possibilities of maternal mortality. The study of
postpartum blood pressure are mostly based on the productive process of blood pressure changes.
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2. Algorithm Background
2.1 Pearson Correlation Coefficient
There exists certain connections among things and Pearson correlation coefficient is used to describe
them through quantitative indicators.
When analyzing, we should pay attention to an important basic principle: correlation is not equal
to cause and effect. Correlation analysis in part shows correlation between the two variables, but not a
certain type of this correlation. In other words, correlation analysis doesn’t reveal which is cause and
which is result[2].
As to two variables x and y , after several groups of tests for multiple sets of data, we mark
them as( xi ,

yi )( i =1,2,3··· n ),then the expression of correlation coefficient is as follows:
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In the formula, x , y respectively represents average value of x , y .The value range of r
is(-1,1),and the positive and negative signs in front of r represent the directions of the association,
the absolute value indicates the intensity of the association. The closer to 1, the higher the degree of
linear correlation is. If r = 1 or − 1 , then there is a perfect linear correlation between x and y [3].
2.2 Significance test of

r

The correlation coefficient r is calculated by the data, so it will be affected by the randomness and
the number of samples. So, we need to examine the reliability of the sample which justifies the
significance of the experiment.
First, the null hypothesis for the sample is H O .Second, we calculate the statistics for the test.
Usually we describe the test by using t-distribution, and the formula is:

t=r

n−2
~ t (n − 2)
1− r 2

(2)

Finally, with T-distribution table, we determine the linear relationship and find the critical value
between variables according to the pre-determined significance level α and degrees of freedom
d i = n − 2 [4,5].
2.3 Support Vector Machine
SVM (Support Vector Machine) is a neural network model of small probability events proposed by
Vapnik
The core idea of SVM is to maximize the classification interval. Taking the two classification
problem as an example, we hope to find a super plane, which can successfully separate the sample
points of the two categories, and ensures that the point-to-hyperplane spacing is maximized.
Compared to other similar machine learning algorithms (eg, Perceptron, Logistic Regression), SVM
has more generalization ability[6].
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2.3.1 Basic Theory of SVM

Figure 1. SVM algorithm idea
As shown in Figure 1, in the two-dimensional space, SVM algorithm is committed to find such a
line, which can classify the data points and require data points to the distance of the straight line. The
greater the distance is, the more improved accuracy will be. Therefore, we need to find such a plane
that making this accuracy as high as possible. That is, we want to solve the optimization
problem: max γ .
In addition, some conditions need to be met:

yi (wT xi + b) = γ i ≥ γ ,i =1,2......n
Let

(3)

r = 1 , then this hyper plane can be expressed as:

max

1
w

(4)

s.t , yi ( wT xi + b) ≥ 1, i = 1,2......n

(5)

equivalent to:

min

1 2
w , s.t , yi ( wT xi + b) ≥ 1, i = 1,2......n
2

(6)

According to the solving method of convex quadratic programming in optimization theory, we
define the Lagrangian function:

L( w, b, α ) =

1 2 n
w − ∑ α i ( yi ( wT xi + b) − 1)
2
i =1

(7)

we also defined:

θ ( w) = max L( w, b, α )
α i ≥0

When the above constraints are met, θ (w) is the same as
equivalent to:

3

(8)

1 2
w , so the original problem is
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min θ ( w) = min max L( w, b, α ) = p*
w ,b

w ,b

(9)

α i ≥0

In order to facilitate the solution, the problem is transformed into a dual problem:

max min L(w, b, α ) = d *
α i ≥0

(10)

w,b

This optimization needs to satisfy the KKT condition:
1. h j ( x* ) = 0,
2. ∇f ( x* ) +

p
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For nonlinear functions, the SVM algorithm approach is to choose a kernel function K, which
projecting data into higher dimensional space. In order to achieve this transformation which from high
to low dimensional space conversion, we need to use kernel function k ( x, xi ) = φ ( x)φ ( xi ) .The
common kernel functions are shown in Table 2, Corresponding linear separable equation (13) we will
eventually become non-linear problems:
n

max ∑α i −
α

i =1

n
1 n
α iα j yi y j K ( x, y) , s.t., α i ≥ 0, ∑i =1α i yi = 0,i = 1,2......n (14)[7,8].
∑
2 i , j =1

Table 2. Common kernel functions

Name
Linear kernel function

Expression

K ( x, y ) = x T y + c

Polynomial kernel function

K ( x, y) = (rxT y + c) d

Radial basis function (RBF) kernel function

K ( x, y) = exp(−r x − y )
K ( x, y ) = tan r (a( x, y ) + c)

2

Sigmoid kernel function

2.3.2 Regression prediction of SVM
In order to use the support vector machine for regression analysis, Cortes and others add the penalty
term C to the objective function, and set the threshold to control the proportion of the error and
convert the above equation into:
n

max ∑α i −
α

i =1

n
1 n
α iα j yi y j K ( x, y)  s.t.,0 ≤ α ≤ C, ∑i =1α i yi = 0, i = 1,2......n (15)
∑
2 i , j =1
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K ( x, y) represents the kernel function type of the support vector machine from the
low-dimensional to the high-dimensional space conversion, which describes prediction expression of
SVM.
2.3.3 Realization of SVM Prediction Based on Genetic Algorithm Optimization
Genetic algorithm is an adaptive searching technique based on a selection and reproduction
mechanism found in the natural evolution process, and it was pioneered by Holland in the 1970s.It has
become very famous with its global searching, parallel computing, better robustness, and not needing
differential information during evolution.
SVM algorithm needs to determine the three factors in dealing with the prediction of nonlinear
function:1.Selection of kernel function;2.Parameters of the kernel function r ;3.Penalties C . If the
results are predicted without these factors, results will be ultimately affected. Genetic Algorithm is a
method by using the evolution in biology sphere, that is, the natural selection of the biological world
and the natural genetic mechanism of the randomized search method. The algorithm was proposed by
Professor J. Holland of the United States in 1975. Its superiority lies in the use of probabilistic
optimization method where it doesn’t need to determine the rules, instead you can automatically get
and guide the search space optimization. So, it is very suitable for large-scale parallel computing. It
has the inherent heuristic stochastic search characteristic and is not easy to fall into the local optimum.
The kernel function parameters and the penalty term are determined as follows:
Step 1: Coding, the kernel function type, the kernel function parameter and the penalty item in the
SVM prediction algorithm are encoded by binary coding;
Step 2: Initialization, we need to select a group and extract a certain amount of individuals, then
forms a population. The choice of individuals is to take a uniform distribution of methods rather than
random methods, which ensures that the selected kernel function parameters and penalty terms are
distributed evenly in the parameter space;
Step 3: Selection, crossover and mutation. Individual selection is based on the individual fitness of
the population. The standard of individual fitness is the standard deviation of the prediction model.
Crossover and mutation are used to process the population of the current generation, resulting in a
new generation of population;
Step 4: Determine the best global convergence. If the selected individuals reach the expected
threshold that the distance between the populations is less than the accepted value, the iteration
process converges and the algorithm ends. Otherwise, it returns to step 3 and continues to cycle[9,10].

3.Data analysis
Data analysis is a process of gathering data, analyzing data, and making it become useful information.
The main process of data analysis is:1.data collection;2.data storage;3.data extraction;4.data
filtering;5.data analysis;6.data presentation;7.data applications.
The data of this experiment come from Nanjing Maternal and Child Health Care System. The
subjects were collected from the Gulou Hospital from 2014 to 2015[11].
3.1 Data acquisition and storage
Data collection refers to the acquisition and collection of data. Doctors or pregnant women take the
information of maternal and child into the system by using mobile Internet technology.
Data storage means that the data is stored in a certain format. Since Women and children’s data are
regarded as privacy, it must be stored on the database of personal sensitive privacy information
(including patient privacy information related to the name, ID number, contact telephone, address,
medical history and other data) for encryption. Nanjing Maternal and Child System uses M2-S5100
database security gateway to store and encrypt information of women and children.
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3.2 Data extraction and data filtering
Data extraction traverses the entire database and extracts the relevant data from the cloud storage
platform based on the data table name. Query the database, such as: AGE, PREGNANCIES
(Pregnancy times), CGAGEW(Childbirth Week (Week)), CGAGED(Delivery Week (days)),
MODELIVERY(Mode of delivery), THBPHIGH(2 hours postpartum blood pressure - high),
THBPLOW(Two hours postpartum blood pressure - low), TWFBLEEDING(2-24 hours postpartum
hemorrhage)...,a total of 8629 data is exported.
Data filtering is to delete, organize, and exclude useless data. Delete the entire data-free row, then
we get the remaining 7833 data. We use K-means algorithm to select the most extreme clustering, and
the data in the cluster is deleted by the whole row, remaining 5036 data. Finally, the CGAGEW,
CGAGED integration components delivery days (DAY).
3.3 Experimental setup
We calculate the correlation coefficient and the significance level of TWFBLEEDING, THBPHIGH,
THBPLOW,MODELIVERY,PREGNANCIES,DAY and two-tailed test was used for significance
test.
We use SVM to predict the amount of blood loss and blood pressure. In the experiment, the
original data were transformed into two sets of data samples with the class of subject. The first set of
data is labeled the amount of bleeding, that is, each sample can be expressed as (xi, yi), xi is the input
eigenvector, yi is bleeding. The second set of data is labeled with blood pressure, the same as the first
set, xi is the input eigenvector, yi is the blood pressure value.
In addition, in order to test the prediction effect of the algorithm in this experiment, we use
standard deviation to measure the performance of the forecast(the range of predicted average
error).Otherwise,5- fold cross validation was used. The data was divided into 5 parts at random and
the experiment was repeated 5 times. In each experiment, 4 training sets were selected and 1 were
tested. The results are the average of the 5 experiments.
Genetic algorithm is used to optimize the experimental parameters to determine the kernel function,
the kernel function parameters r and penalty items C .Repetitive use of SVM to predict maternal
postpartum hemorrhage and blood pressure.
The experimental results were compared[12-16].
3.4 Data analysis
To determine the linear relationship between TWFBLEEDING and other data, the data were first
analyzed for Pearson's coefficient and the significance test. The results in Table 3.
Table 3. Pearson correlation coefficient calculation results

PREGNANCIES
MODELIVERY
DAY
0.131**
-0.048**
Pearson
0.048**
TWFBLEEDING
Significance
0.001
0.000
0.001
(two-tailed)
*
0.032*
Pearson
0.001
0.027
THBPHIGH
Significance
0.923
0.045
0.023
(two-tailed)
**
0.029*
Pearson
-0.223
0.063
THBPLOW
Significance
0.107
0.000
0.042
(two-tailed)
Notes:** Correlation is significant at 0.01 (double tail), * Correlation is significant at 0.05 (two tails).
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Table 3 shows that TWFBLEEDING and PREGNANCIES, MODELIVERY is positively
correlated and the DAY is a negative correlation, association is very significant, but very small.
THBPHIGH and PREGNANCIES, MODELIVERY, DAY is positively correlated. THBPHIGH and
PREGNANCIES is not significant. THBPHIGH and MODELIVERY, DAY association is significant,
but very small. THBPLOW and PREGNANCIES is negative correlation, but MODELIVERY, DAY
is positively correlated, THBPLOW and PREGNANCIES has no significant. The association of
THBPLOW and MODELIVERY is very significant, but very small, THBPLOW and DAY
association is significant, but very small.
Then, the postpartum hemorrhage and postpartum blood pressure were predicted by using the
formula (14) and radial basis function (RBF) kernel function. TWFBLEEDING was predicted by
PREGNANCIES, MODELIVERY, DAY according to the two-tailed significance test, THBPHIGH
and THBPLOW were predicted by MODELIVERY and DAY. The prediction results are shown in
Table 4.
Table 4. SVM algorithm prediction results (standard deviation)

SVM
GA-SVM

TWFBLEEDING
49.2564
30.1586

THBPHIGH
7.8239
5.1257

THBPLOW
7.2667
5.3574

As can be seen from Table 4, the use of SVM and GA-SVM algorithm to predict
TWFBLEEDING, THBPHIGH, THBPLOW is feasible, and the results are within the acceptable
range. SVM prediction based on genetic algorithm has less error than traditional SVM prediction.

4 Concluding remarks
This study shows that the Pearson correlation coefficient and significance test were used to eliminate
the factors which may influence the blood loss and blood pressure. Finally, the SVM prediction model
based on the genetic algorithm was used to predict the hemorrhage and blood pressure. The results of
this study show that SVM algorithm for maternal postpartum hemorrhage and blood pressure
prediction is a viable method for improving the survival rate of pregnant women and it has a certain
practical significance. In this paper, the data used in the prediction of the results is not a lot, and the
object of predict is relatively simple, we remove some special circumstances, so the future can use
more data, a better algorithm for postpartum hemorrhage and blood pressure prediction.
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